Modelling PTSD diagnosis using sleep, memory, and adrenergic metabolites: An exploratory machine-learning study.
Features of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) typically include sleep disturbances, impaired declarative memory, and hyperarousal. This study evaluated whether these combined features may accurately delineate pathophysiological changes associated with PTSD. We recruited a cohort of PTSD-diagnosed individuals (N = 20), trauma survivors without PTSD (TE; N = 20), and healthy controls (HC; N = 20). Analyses of between-group differences and support vector machine (SVM)-learning were applied to participant features. Analyses of between-group differences replicated previous findings, indicating that PTSD-diagnosed individuals self-reported poorer sleep quality, objectively demonstrated less sleep depth, and evidenced declarative memory deficits in comparison to HC. Integrative SVM-learning distinguished HC from trauma participants with 80% accuracy using a combination of five features, including subjective and objective sleep, neutral declarative memory, and metabolite variables. PTSD and TE participants could be distinguished with 70% accuracy using a combination of subjective and objective sleep variables but not by metabolite or declarative memory variables. From among a broad range of sleep, cognitive, and biochemical variables, sleep characteristics were the primary features that could differentiate those with PTSD from those without. Our exploratory SVM-learning analysis establishes a framework for future sleep- and memory-based PTSD investigations that could drive improvements in diagnostic accuracy and treatment.